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Abstract

The class of algorithms for approximating reasoning tasks presented in this paper is based on
approximating the general bucket elimination
framework. The algorithms have adjustable
levels of accuracy and eciency, and they can
be applied uniformly across many areas and
problem tasks. We introduce these algorithms
in the context of combinatorial optimization
and probabilistic inference.

1 Overview

Bucket elimination is a unifying algorithmic frame-

work that generalizes dynamic programming to enable
many complex problem-solving and reasoning activities.
Among the algorithms that can be accommodated within
this framework are directional resolution for propositional satis ability [Dechter and Rish, 1994], adaptive consistency for constraint satisfaction [Dechter and
Pearl, 1987], Fourier and Gaussian elimination for linear
inequalities [Lassez and Mahler, 1992], and dynamic programming for combinatorial optimization [Bertele and
Brioschi, 1972]. Many algorithms for probabilistic inference, such as belief updating, nding the most probable explanation, nding the maximum a posteriori hypothesis, and computing the maximum expected utility,
also can be expressed as bucket-elimination algorithms
[Dechter, 1996].
The main virtues of this framework are simplicity and
generality. By simplicity, we mean that extensive terminology is unnecessary for complete speci cation of
bucket-elimination algorithms, thus making the algorithms accessible to researchers working in diverse areas. More important, their uniformity facilitates the
transfer of ideas, applications, and solutions between disciplines. Indeed, all bucket-elimination algorithms are
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similar enough to make any improvement to a single algorithm applicable to all others in its class.
Normally, an input to a bucket-elimination algorithm
is a knowledge base speci ed by a collection of functions or relations, over subsets of variables (e.g., clauses
for propositional satis ability, constraints and cost functions for constraint optimization, conditional probability
matrices for belief networks). Bucket-elimination algorithms process variables one by one in a given order.
In its rst step, given a variable ordering, the algorithm
partitions these functions into buckets, where the bucket
of a particular variable contains the functions de ned
on that variable, provided the function is not de ned on
variables higher in that ordering. The next step is to process the buckets from top to bottom. When the bucket
of variable X is processed, an \elimination procedure"
is performed over the functions in its bucket, yielding a
new function de ned over all the variables mentioned in
the bucket, excluding X. This function summarizes the
\e ect" of X on the remainder of the problem. The new
function is placed in a lower bucket. For illustration
we include directional resolution, a bucket-elimination
algorithm similar to the original Davis-Putnam procedure for satis ability (Figure 1) and elim-bel, a bucketelimination algorithm for belief updating in probabilistic
networks (Figure 2).
An important property of variable-elimination algorithms is that their performance can be predicted using
a graph parameter, w , called the induced width [Dechter
and Pearl, 1987], also known as tree-width [Arnborg,
1985], which is the largest cluster in an optimal treeembedding of a graph. In general, a given theory and its
query can be associated with an interaction graph. The
complexity of a bucket-elimination algorithm is time and
space exponential in the induced width of the problem's
interaction graph. The size of the induced width varies
with various variable orderings, so each ordering has a
di erent performance guarantee. Although nding the
optimal ordering is hard [Arnborg, 1985], heuristics and
approximation algorithms are available [Robertson and

Algorithm directional resolution
Input: A cnf theory ' over Q1 ; :::;Qn ; an ordering d.
Output: A decision of whether ' is satis able. If it

is, a theory Ed ('), equivalent to '; else, an empty directional extension.
1. Initialize: Generate an ordered partition of the
clauses, bucket1 ; :::;bucketn , where bucketi contains all
the clauses whose highest literal is Qi .
2. Backward: For p = n to 1, do:
 If bucketp contains a unit clause, perform unit resolution. Put each resolvent in its bucket.
 Else, resolve each pair f( _ Qp ); ( _ :Qp )g 
bucketp . If = _ is empty, return Ed (') = ;, the
theory is not satis able; else, determine the index of
and add to the appropriate bucket.
3. Return: Ed (') (= i bucketi .

S

Figure 1: Algorithm directional resolution

Algorithm elim-bel
Input: A belief network

BN = (G; P ), P =

fP1 ; :::; Pn g; an ordering of the variables, o =
X1 ; :::; Xn .

Output: The belief of X1 given evidence e.
1. Initialize: Generate an ordered partition of the

is acyclic if it has no directed cycles. In an undirected
graph, the directions of the arcs are ignored: (Xi ; Xj )
and (Xj ; Xi ) are identical. An ordered graph is a pair
(G; d) where G is an undirected graph and d = X1 ; :::; Xn
is an ordering of the nodes. The width of a node in an
ordered graph is the number of the node's neighbors that
precede it in the ordering. The width of an ordering d,
denoted w(d), is the maximum width over all nodes. The
induced width of an ordered graph, w(d), is the width
of the induced ordered graph obtained by processing the
nodes from last to rst; when node X is processed, all
its earlier neighbors in the ordering are connected. The
induced width of a graph, w, is the minimal induced
width over all its orderings; it is also known as the treewidth [Arnborg, 1985]. The moral graph of a directed
graph G is the undirected graph obtained by connecting
the parents of all the nodes in G and then removing the
arrows.

De nition 2.2 (belief network, cost network)
Let X = fX1 ; :::; Xng be a set of random variables

Figure 2: Algorithm elim-bel

over multivalued domains D1 ; :::; Dn. A belief network
is a pair (G; P), where G is a directed acyclic graph
and P = fPig. Pi = fP (Xi jpa(Xi))g are the conditional probability matrices associated with Xi . An assignment (X1 = x1; :::; Xn = xn) can be abbreviated
to x = (x1 ; :::; xn). The belief network represents a
probability distribution over X having the product form
P (x1; ::::; xn) = ni=1 P(xijxpa(X ) ), where xS denotes
the projection of a tuple x over a subset of variables S .
A cost network is a triplet (X; D; C), where X is a set
of discrete variables, X = fX1 ; :::; Xng, over domains
D = fD1 ; :::; Dng, and C is a set of real-valued cost functions C1; :::; Cl. Each function Ci is de ned over a subset
of variables, Si = fXi1 ; :::; Xi g, Ci :1rj=1 Dij ! R+ .
The cost graph of a cost network has a node for each
variable and connects nodes denoting variables appearing in the same cost function.

Seymour, 1995].
When a problem has a large induced width, bucket
elimination is unsuitable because of its extensive memory demand. In such cases, approximation algorithms
should be attempted. In this paper, we present a collection of parameterized algorithms that have varying
degrees of accuracy and eciency. We demonstrate the
general scheme for combinatorial optimization and for
the probabilistic task of belief assessment.

De nition 2.3 (elimination function) Given
a function h de ned over subset of variables, S , where
X 2 SP, the functions (minX h), (maxX h), (meanX h),
and ( X h) are de ned over U = S , fX g as fol-

conditional probability matrices into buckets. bucketi
contains all matrices whose highest variable is Xi . Put
each observation in its bucket. Let S1 ; :::;Sj be the
subset of variables in the processed bucket on which
matrices (new or old) are de ned.
2. Backward: For p n downto 1, do:
For 1 ; 2 ; :::; j in bucketp , do:
 ( bucket with observed variable) If Xp = xp appears
in the bucket, then substitute Xp = xp in each matrix
i and put the results in the appropriate bucket.
j
 Else, Up
i=1 Si , fXp g. For all Up = u,
j
p (u) = xp i=1 i (xp ; uSi ). Add p to the largest
index variable in Up .
3. Return: Bel(x1) = P (x1)  i i (x1 ).
(Where the i are in bucket1 , is a normalizing constant.)

P

S

2 Preliminaries

De nition 2.1 (graph concepts) A directed graph is
a pair, G = fV; E g, where V = fX1 ; :::; Xng is a set
of elements and E = f(Xi ; Xj )jXi; Xj 2 V g is the set
of edges. For each variable Xi , pa(Xi ) or pai , is the
set of variables pointing to Xi in G. A directed graph

i
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A = a denotes a partial assignment to a subset of variables, A. An evidence set e is an instantiated subset of
variables. We use (uS ; xp) to denote the tuple uS appended by a value xp of Xp . We de ne xi = (x1 ; :::; xi)
and xji = (xi; xi+1; :::; xj).

lows. For every U = u, (minP
X h)(u) = min
Px h(u; x),
(maxX h)(u) = maxx P
h(u; x), ( X h)(u) = x h(u; x),
)
and (meanX h)(u) = x h(ju;x
X j , where jX j is the cardinality of X 's domain. Given a set of functions h1; :::; hj
de ned
functions (j hj )
P over the subsets S1; :::;=S[j,j Sthej . For
and J hj are de ned over U P
Pevery U = u,
(j hj )(u) = j hj (uS ) and ( j hj )(u) = j hj (uS ).
j

j

Algorithm elim-opt
Input: A cost network (X; D; C), C =
fC1; :::; Clg; an ordering of the variables, o; assignments e.
Output: The minimal cost assignment.
1. Initialize: Partition the cost components into

bucket1, : : :, bucketn. Let S1 ; :::; Sj be the subset
of variables in the processed bucket on which the
functions are de ned.
2. Backward: For p n downto 1, do:
For h1 ; h2; :::; hj in bucketp , do:
 If bucketp contains Xp = xp , assign Xp = xp to
each hi and put each hi in its appropriate bucket.
 Else,Pj generate the functions hp : hp =
p
p
minX i=1 hi . xopt
p = argminX h . Add h to
the
bucket
of
the
largest-index
variable
in
U
p
Sji=1 Si , fXp g.
3. Forward: Assign values in the ordering o using
the recorded functions xopt in each bucket.
p

p

Figure 3: Algorithm elim-opt

De nition 2.4 (optimization, belief assessment)

Given a cost network (X; D; C), the discrete optimization problem is to nd an assignment
xo = (xo1 ; :::; xon),
P
l
o
o
xi 2 Di , such that x = argminx i=1 Ci. Given a belief network (G; P), the belief assessment task for X = x
is to determine bel(x) = P(xje).
n

3 Approximating optimization

In [Bertele and Brioschi, 1972], the non serial dynamic
programming algorithm for the discrete optimization
problem is presented. This algorithm can be rephrased
within the bucket-elimination scheme, as shown in Figure 3. Given a partitioning of the cost functions into
their respective buckets, algorithm elim-opt processes
buckets from top to bottom. When processing Xp , it
generates a new function by taking the minimum relative to Xp , over the sum of the functions in that bucket.
The time and space complexity of elim-opt is exponential in the induced width w of the cost graph. Thus,
when its induced width is not small, we must resort to
approximations.
Since the complexity of processing a bucket is tied to
the arity of the functions being recorded, we propose to
approximate these functions by a collection of smaller arity functions. Let h1 ; :::; hj be the functions in the bucket
of Xp , and let S1 ; :::; Sj be the subsets of variables on
which those functions are de ned. When elim-opt processes the bucket
of Xp , it computes the function hp :
P
j
p
h = minX i=1 hi. Instead, we can use a brute-force
approximation method to generate another function gp
by migrating the minimization operator inside the sump

P

mation. That is, gp = ji=1 minX hi : Clearly, hp and
gp are de ned on the same arguments, and since each
function hi in the sum of hp is replaced by minX hi in
the sum de ning gp , gp  hp . In gp the minimizing
elimination operator minX hi is applied separately to
each function, (so gp will never increase dimensionality)
and can be moved, separately, to a lower bucket. Thus,
once elim-opt reaches the rst variable, it has computed
a lower bound on the minimal cost.
This idea can be generalized to yield a collection of
parameterized approximation algorithms having varying degrees of accuracy and eciency. Instead of the
elimination operator (i.e., minimization) being applied
to each singleton function in a bucket, it can be applied to a coerced partitioning of buckets into minibuckets. Let Q0 = fQ1; :::; Qrg be a partitioning into
mini-buckets of the functions h1; :::; hj in Xp 's bucket.
The mini-bucket Ql contains the functions hl1 ; :::; hl .
Algorithm elim-opt computes
hp : (l indexes
thePminiP
P
j
r
p
buckets) h = minX i=1 hi = minX l=1 l hl .
By migrating thep minimization
operator
P
P into each minibucket we get gQ0 = rl=1 minX l hl . As the partitionings are more coerced, complexity as well as accuracy
increases.
De nition 3.1 Partitioning
Q0 is a re nement 00of Q00
0
i for every set A 2 Q there exists a set B 2 Q such
that A  B .
Proposition 3.2 If in00 the bucket of Xp , Q0 is a re nement partitioning of Q , then hp  gQp 00  gQp 0 . 2
Algorithm approx-opt is described in Figure 4. It is parameterized by two indexes that control the partitionings.
De nition 3.3 Let H be a collection of functions
h1; :::; hj on subsets S1 ; :::; Sj. A partitioning of H
is canonical if any function whose arguments are subp

p

p
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p

p
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sumed by another belongs to a mini-bucket with one
of its subsuming functions. A partitioning Q is an
(i; m) , partitioning i the following three conditions
are met: the partitioning is canonical, at most m nonsubsumed functions participate in each mini-bucket, and
the total number of variables mentioned in each minibucket does not exceed i.
Theorem 3.4 Algorithm approx-opt(i,m) computes a
lower bound to the minimal cost in time O(m  exp(2i))
and space O(m  exp(i)) where i  n and m  2i . 2

In general, as m and i increase we get more accurate approximations. The two parameters, although dependent,
allow exibility in bounding performance.

Example 3.5 Consider the network in Figure 5. We

use ordering (A; B; C; D; E; F; G; H; I) to which we apply
both elim-opt and approx-opt(m = 1) with unbounded i.

Algorithm approx-opt(i,m)
Input: A cost network (X; D; C), fC1; :::; Clg; ordering o.
Output: A lower bound on the optimal cost.
1. Initialize: Partition the functions into

bucket1, : : :, bucketn . Let S1 ; :::; Sj be the subset of variables in bucketp on which the functions
are de ned.
2. Backward: For p n downto 1, do:
 If bucketp contains Xp = xp , assign Xp = xp to
each hi and put each hi in the appropriate bucket.
 Else, for h1; h2; :::; hj in bucketp , generate an (i; m)-mini-bucket-partitioning,
Q0 =
0
fQ1; :::; Qrg. For each Ql 2 Q containing
hl1 ; :::; hl , do:
P
Generate function hl , hl = minX ti=1Shl : Add
j S ,
hl to the largest-index bucket in Ul
i=1 l
fXp g.
3. Forward: For i = 1 to n, do:
Given xp,1, choose the xp that minimize the sum
functions in Xp 's bucket.
t

p

i

i

Figure 4: Algorithm approx-opt(i,m)
A

B

C

D
F

E

H

G

I

Figure 5: A cost network C = C1(I; H; G) +
C2(G; E; D) + C3(H; F; E) + C4 (F; B) + C5(E; B; C)
+ C6(D; C) + C7(B; A) + C8(C; A) + C9(A)
(We omit the cost subscripts for simplicity.) The initial
partitioning into buckets is
bucket(I) = C(I; H; G), bucket(H) = C(H; E; F),
bucket(G) = C(G; E; D), bucket(F) = C(F; B),
bucket(E) = C(E; C; B), bucket(D) = C(D; C),
bucket(C) = C(C; A), bucket(B) = C(B; A),
bucket(A) = C(A).
Processing the buckets from top to bottom by elim-opt
will generate what we denote as  functions:
bucket(I) = C(I; H; G)
bucket(H) = C(H; E; F); I(H; G)
bucket(G) = C(G; E; D); H (E; F; G)
bucket(F) = C(F; B); G(E; F; D)
bucket(E) = C(E; C; B); F (E; B; D)
bucket(D) = C(D; C); E (C; B; D)
bucket(C) = C(C; A); D(C; B)
bucket(B) = C(B; A); C (A; B)
bucket(A) = C(A); B (A)

where I (H; G) = minI C(I; H; G), H (E; F; G) =
minH (C(H; E; F) + I (H; G)), and so on. The optimal
cost minA (C(A) + B (A)) is computed in bucket(A).
Processing by approx-opt(m = 1), and denoting func-

tions that di er from those recorded by elim-opt by 's,
we get
bucket(I) = C(I; H; G)
bucket(H) = C(H; E; F); I (H; G)
bucket(G) = C(G; E; D); H (G)
bucket(F) = C(F; B); H (E; F)
bucket(E) = C(E; C; B); F (E); G (E; D)
bucket(D) = C(D; C); E (D)
bucket(C) = C(C; A); E (C; B); D (C)
bucket(B) = C(B; A); C (B); F (B)
bucket(A) = C(A); C (A); B (A).
Bucket(H) contains two functions, each placed in
a separate mini-bucket and each processed independently, yielding H (G) = minH I (H; G) placed in
bucket(G) and H (E; F) = minH C(H; E; F ) placed in
bucket(F); then, in bucket(G) we generate G (E; D) =
minG (C(G; E; D) + H (G)); and so on. Finally, in
bucket(A) we minimize over A the sum functions in
that bucket, which provides a lower bound on the
optimal cost. The rst di erence in elim-opt and
approx-opt(m=1) occurs in bucket(H) and is visible in
bucket(G), where elim-opt records a function on three
variables, H (E; F; G), but approx-opt(m=1) records two
functions, one on G , H (G), and one on E and F ,
H (E; F).
After approx-opt(m=1) processes all the buckets, we can
generate a tuple in a greedy fashion as in elim-opt: we

choose a value a of A that minimizes the sum in A's
bucket, a value b of B minimizing the sum in bucket(B)
given A = a, and so on. Although we have no guarantee on the quality of the tuple generated, we can bound
its error a posteriori by evaluating its cost against the
derived lower bound.
3.1

Mini-bucket heuristics and search

The mini-bucket approximations compute lower bounds
of the exact quantities, and these lower bounds can be
viewed as under-estimating heuristic functions in a minimization problem. We can associate with each partial assignment xp an evaluation
f(xp ) = (g + h)(xp ),
PfijS fXfunction
where
g(
x
)
=
C and h(xp ) =
p
1 ;:::;X ,1 gg i
Pj2bucket hj .
Proposition 3.6 The evaluation function f , generated
by approx-opt, provides a lower bound on the optimal
cost. 2
We can conduct a best- rst search using this heuristic
evaluation function. When expanding the search tree,
the best- rst algorithm has a collection of tip nodes denoting a partial value assignment and their estimated
i

p

p

evaluation function. At each step, the algorithm will
expand a node with a minimal value of the evaluation
function, f. From the theory of best- rst search, we
know the following: when the algorithm terminates with
a complete assignment, it has found an optimal solution; as the heuristic function becomes more accurate,
fewer nodes are expanded; and if we use the full bucketelimination algorithm, best- rst search will reduce to a
greedy-like algorithm for this optimization task [Pearl,
1984]. Thus, mini-bucket approximations can be used to
generate mechanically heuristics for best- rst or branchand-bound search.

4 Approximation of belief updating

The algorithm for belief assessment, elim-bel (for details see [Dechter, 1996]), is identical to elim-opt with
two changes: minimization is replaced by summation,
and summation by multiplication. Let X1 = x1 be
an atomic proposition. Given a belief network (G; P)
and evidence e, the problem is to compute P(x1je) =
P(x
We can thus compute P (x1; e) =
Px=1x; e)=P(e).
n P(xi; ejxpa ) and normalize at the end. Con
i
=1
2
sider an ordering of the variables (X1 ; :::; Xn) and a
corresponding partition of the probability matrices into
buckets. The procedure has only a backward phase
(Figure 2). When processing a bucket, we multiply
all the bucket's matrices, 1; :::; j , de ned over subsets
S1 ; :::; Sj , and then eliminate the bucket's variable by
summation.
The computed function is p : Up ! R,
P
p
 = X ji=1 i , where Up = [i Si , Xp .
Once
all the buckets are processed, the answer is available in
the rst bucket of X1 . Like all bucket-elimination algorithms this algorithm's complexity (time and space) is
O(exp(w (d)), where w (d) is the induced width along
d of the moral graph.
We will now apply the mini-bucket approximation to
belief assessment. Let Q0 = fQ1; :::; Qrg be a partitioning into mini-buckets of the functions 1 ; :::; j in
Xp 's bucket. Algorithm P
elim-bel computes
p : (l indexes
P
j
the mini-buckets) p = X i=1 i = X rl=1 l l .
If we, following the analog to approx-opt precisely, migrate pthe summation
P operator into each mini-bucket, we
get fQ0 = rl=1 X l l . This, however, amounts
to computing an unnecessarily bad upper bound of p ,
since the products
P l l for i > 1 are replaced by
their sums X l l . Instead, we can bound the
product by its maximizing function. Separating the
processing P
of the rst mini-bucket from the rest, we
get pP= X ((l1 l1 )  (rl=2 l l )), which yields
gQp 0 = X ((l1 l1 )  rl=2 maxX l l ). Clearly,
Proposition 4.1 For every partitioning Q, p  gQp 
fQp , and if in Xp 's bucket, Q0 is a re nement partitioning
of Q00 , then p  gQp 00  gQp 0 . 2
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Algorithm approx-bel-max(i,m)
Input: A belief network BN = (G; P ), P =
fP1; :::; Png; an ordering of the variables, o; evidence e.
Output: An upper bound on P (x1; e).
1. Initialize: Partition the functions into buckets. Let S1 ; :::; Sj be the subset of variables in
bucketp on which matrices are de ned.
2. Backward: For p n downto 1, do:
 If bucketp contains Xp = xp , assign Xp = xp to
each i and put each i in the appropriate bucket.
 Else, for 1 ; 02; :::; j in bucketp , do:
Generate Q
=
fQ1 ; :::; Qrg, an
(i; m)-partitioning.
 (First bucket) For Q1 = f11 ; :::; 1 g rst in Q0 ,
do:
P
Generate function 1 = X ji=1 1 . Add 1 to
the
of the largest-index variable in U1
Sj bucket
S
,
f
Xp g.
1
i=1
0
 For each
Q
l ; l > 1, in Q = fl1 ; :::; l g, do:
S
j
Ul
i=1 Sl , fXp g. Generate the functions
l = maxX ji=1 l . Add l to the bucket of the
largest-index variable in Ul .
3. Output: The product in bucket of X1 .
j

p

i

i

j

i

p

i

Figure 6: Algorithm approx-bel-max(i,m)
In summary, an upper bound gp of p can be obtained
by processing one of Xp 's mini-buckets by summation,
while the rest of the mini-buckets are processed by maximization. In addition to approximating by an upper
bound, we can approximate by a lower bound by applying the min operator to each mini-bucket or we can
approximate by computing a mean-value approximation
using the mean operator in each mini-bucket. Algorithm
approx-bel-max, which uses the maximizing elimination
operator, is described in Figure 6. Algorithms approxbel-min and approx-bel-mean can be obtained by replacing the operator max with min and mean, respectively.

Theorem 4.2 Algorithm
approx-bel-max(i,m)
computes an upper bound to the belief P(x1; e) in time
O(m  exp(2i)) and space O(m  exp(i)). 2

Similarly, aprox-bel-min computes a lower bound on
P (x1; e) and approx-elim-mean computes a mean-value
of P (x1; e).
Remark: Algorithm approx-bel-max computes an upper
bound on P(x1; e) but not on P(x1je). If an exact value
of P(e) is not available, deriving a bound on P(x1je)
from a bound on P (x1; e) may not be easy. We can use
approx-bel-min to derive a lower bound on P(e) and use
the resulting lower bound to derive an upper bound on
P (x1je).

5 Related work

The bucket-elimination framework provides a convenient
and succinct language in which to express elimination algorithms across many areas. Most of these algorithms
are widely known. In addition to dynamic programming [Bertele and Brioschi, 1972], constraint satisfaction [Dechter and Pearl, 1987], and Fourier elimination [Lassez and Mahler, 1992], there are variations on
these ideas and algorithms for probabilistic inference
in [Canning et al., 1978; Tatman and Shachter, 1990;
Shenoy, 1992; Zhang and Poole, 1996].
Mini-bucket
approximation
algorithms
parallel consistency-enforcing algorithms for constraint
processing, in particular those enforcing directional consistency. Speci cally, relational adaptive-consistency is a
full bucket-elimination algorithm whose approximations,
directional-relational-consistency(i,m) ( DRC(i;m) ), enforces bounded levels of consistency [Dechter and van
Beek, 1997]. For example, (denoting a generic minibucket algorithm by elim-approx) directional relational
arc-consistency, DRC1 , corresponds to elim-approx(m =
1); directional path-consistency, DRC2 , corresponds to
elim-approx(m = 2); and so on.
Using mini-bucket approximations as heuristics for
search parallels pre-processing by local consistency
prior to backtrack search for constraint solving. In
propositional satis ability, where the original DavisPutnam algorithm [Davis and Putnam, 1960] is
a bucket-elimination algorithm, bounded-directionalresolution with bound b [Dechter and Rish, 1994] corresponds to elim-approx(i = b).
Finally, a collection of approximation algorithms for
sigmoid belief networks was recently presented [Jaakkola
and Jordan, 1996] in the context of a recursive algorithm similar to bucket elimination. Upper and lower
bounds are derived by approximating sigmoid functions
by Gaussian functions. This approximation can be
viewed as a singleton mini-bucket algorithm where Gaussian functions replace the min or max operations applied
in each mini-bucket.

6 Conclusion

We present a collection of parameterized algorithms that
approximate bucket-elimination algorithms. The basic
idea is to partition each bucket into mini-buckets in order to control complexity. Due to the generality of the
bucket-elimination framework, such algorithms and their
approximations will apply uniformly across areas such as
constraint optimization, satis ability, probabilistic reasoning, and planning. Here we introduced the algorithms
in the context of deterministic and probabilistic inference
tasks.
Many questions need to be investigated in the context
of our proposal. For example, given that there are many

(i; m)-partitionings, and that each may result in di erent accuracy, how do we determine a good partitioning?
Such questions should be investigated empirically, and
will, we hope, yield domain-independent and domaindependent heuristics.
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